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The Masters Never Leave
Sant Ajaib Singh Ji
0 Master, show me Your form.
You have taken this form (physical)
- which isfull of good qualitiesfor liberating the souls.
disciple prayed to his Master, Swami Ji Maharaj, "0 Master, make me have the darshan of the
form of Your Shabd, because I have
heard of the very high glory of It." This
physical form is made up of five elements.
The physical body of the Master is not going to last forever, and neither is the body
of the disciple. The real form of the
Master is the Shabd and the real form of
the disciple is the soul. Even though that
Shabd is within everybody, still the
thieves are robbing and the murderers are
murdering. They do all these things
because they have not met that form of
the Shabd which is manifesting in the
physical body. Unless we see the physical
manifestation of that Shabd, we cannot
reach the inner Shabd which is within us.
Whenever God wants to liberate the
souls, He comes in the form of the human
being. We can say that He puts His skill,
or His power, within some human being
to liberate the souls. But Master is not an
ordinary human being: He is not only
man, He is more than man. An illiterate
one is called "man" and an educated one
is also called "man"; but there is a big difference in the qualifications. In the same
way, even though the Master comes in the
human body, He is higher than man. In
fact He is sent by God to this world to
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This Satsang, on a hymn from the Sar
Bachan, was given at Sant Bani Ashram,
Rajasthan, on December 4, 1980.
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release us from the prison of this world;
He is sent into this world by the will of
God.
If you collected millions of physical
suns and moons, still they could not compete with one hair of the Sat Naam, the
Sat Purush. So if the Almighty God were
to come in His own form into this world,
no one would be able to look at Him.
So that is why God puts His power
within some human being- because we
are men, and only a man can teach us.
Kabir Sahib says, "God takes up the body
of the Sadh and comes into this world."
He says that whenever God wants to
manifest in this world, He takes up the
body of some Mahatma. Guru Nanak
said, "The creator Himself is manifested
in the Master." Kabir Sahib says, "My
Beloved is very humble even though he
is Almighty. He is called by the name
Saint ."
That is why the disciple says here, "Oh
Master, this is Your physical form; You
should make me see that form which is
the form of Shabd."

Your Form is inaccessible and limitless,
Now show me that.
Now he says, "Oh Master, You are
Almighty, you are inaccessible, You are
limitless. Kindly and graciously make me
have the darshan of that form. I love the
physical Form also, because if I had not
got the physical form, then I would never
have been able to reach the inner Form."
Guru Nanak says, "Even after looking
at the physical form of my Master, still
I will not be content."

Seeing your Form I will become glad.
Give me the donation of fearlessr~ess.
Now the disciple says, "If I may have the
darshan of your limitless, inaccessible Inner Form, I will become fearless and I will
not be afraid of any Negative Power or
anything else."

This form (physical) is also dear to
me.
By this explain to me the other.
Now he says, "The physical form is very
dear to me, because in this form You can
explain to me Your other form." God
Himself comes in the human body and explains to us: "I am sitting within you in
this form. You can come within and meet
me there in this form." There is no difference between the outer form and the
inner form of the Master: whatever work
the outer form of the Master is doing, the
inner form is very well aware of that; and
whatever the inner form is doing the outer
form knows that very well.

Without this form (physical) the
work will not be done;
How can I find the other one?
Until God takes up the human body and
comes on this physical plane, we cannot
recognize Him; we cannot understand the
Shabd. In every age God has come in this
world in the human form, and He will
continue to come in this world in the
future also. This Path has never stopped
and never will it be stopped. If God were
to come in the form of the angels and
gods, we would never have been able to
see Him. If He had kept His power within
the bodies of animals, such as cows and
buffaloes, then we would never have been
able to understand them. That is why He
comes in the human form, so that He can
explain to us the way of going back to
Him. That is why the physical form of the
Master is so very important.
4

That is why this has a great importance;
But make m e find the Other One
also.
Now again and again the disciple is saying, "The physical form is very important
to me, but in my heart I have the real
longing to see the other form of the
Master also." As the elephants have different teeth for eating and for showing,
in the same way, Master Saints work in
this world. Even though within Themselves They are one with God, and They
have manifested that God, still, if you go
to Them and ask Them, "Are you God?"
they will never say, "Yes, we are God,"
or "God is manifested within us." They
always say, "We are come here only to do
service to you; we are your sevadars." If
the worldly people had recognized the
Master's form outside, do you think they
would have crucified Christ? Do you
think they would have imprisoned Guru
Nanak and forced him to grind the wheat
flour? Mahatma Swami Ji Maharaj,
whose bani we are reading now, was also
given a very hard time by the people. If
people had recognized that God was
manifested within the Masters, they
would never have done all this.
An initiate of Baba Jaimal Singh who
lived in the village of Bhalsarai came to
Baba Ji and told Him that one Saint
named Karam Singh had announced
seven days before he left the body that he
was going to leave. Baba Jaimal Singh
replied that that Mahatma had so much
power he could have announced his
departure seven years before he left. Then
Baba Jaimal Singh said, "I came into this
world many times with many great
Mahatmas. I came with Kabir, and many
others, but now my mission is completed.
Now I don't have a year to live in this
world, I don't even have months - I have
just a few days left."
SANT BANI

You always have that Form with
which you awaken the Souls.
Now the disciple says, "Oh Master, You
always remain in the form of the Shabd.
You have taken up this physical form
only to explain to the people and to give
them initiation into the Naam. You have
taken up this form only to hold Satsang
and remove the doubts of the people.
Otherwise you always remain in the form
of the Shabd."

I have heard this secret from You.
Daily, I sing the Path of Surat
Shabda.
Now the disciple says, "Master, I have
heard from You that I too have some
form other than this physical one, and
that I too have some mission different
from the mission of the world. Therefore
you should show me Your Other Form.
The secret of Surat Shabd, which you tell
to people - graciously teach me also that
Path."
When the siddhas, who were sages and
seers, asked Guru Nanak what was the
easiest way of crossing the ocean, Guru
Nanak replied simply that the lotus lives
on the surface of the water, unaffected
by it; and as the water fowl lives in the
water, but when it flies it flies with dry
wings, in the same way, by practicing the
Path of the Surat Shabd, we can easily
cross this ocean of the world.

The Shabd form, which You haveLet me take my soul into that also.
Now the disciple says, "Oh Master, please
take my soul into your real Form, the
Form of the Shabd."

I remain afraid of death and pain:
Making me fearless, free me.
Now the disciple says, "Master, why do
I want to see Your Shabd form? I want
to see Your Shabd form because I am
always afraid of death." We know that
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when our death comes, at that time our
own power cannot help us; our relatives
cannot help us; not even our wealth, our
body, or our sons and daughters can help
us. None of the things that we have collected in this world come to our rescue
when our death comes.
Mahatmas make us understand that
when anybody is dying, even though the
family members may be sitting around
him, still they don't know from which
direction the Angel of Death comes and
takes the soul of the dying person. When
they don't even know the direction from
which the Angel of Death comes, how can
we expect them to help us?
Kabir Sahib says, "Even if you have
soldiers all around you, they will just
stand there without helping you. They will
not even know from which direction the
terrible Kal came and took the soul
away." I was in the army when the King
of Kapultala left the body. There were
many soldiers guarding him, but when his
time came nobody knew from which side
Kal came and took him. You see, there
were so many soldiers with guns and ammunition, but it was all useless - nobody
could help that King at that critical
moment.
The moment of death is very painful,
because nobody can help us; we cannot
even do anything to help ourselves. If
anyone can help us in that moment, we
will call him our real friend, our true
friend. At that time, we are helped by our
Master who has given us Initiation. He
definitely comes and helps us.
Guru Nanak says, "Break your relations with the false ones and have a relationship with the true ones. Make friends
with the Saints, because They will not
leave you even when you leave this world,
whereas worldly friends may leave you
even when you are in the body. Call them
your friends who accompany you everywhere. They are the only true friends who
5

help you at the place where your accounts
are to be settled."
Even if those who are given Initiation
into Naam leave the Masters, the Masters
never leave them.
There is one famous story in the Sikh
history, when Guru Gobind Singh had to
fight with the Moghul army because they
were doing many bad things and the
religion was in danger. He had to fight
with them for a long period of time, so
some disciples became restless and they
came to the Master and said, "We don't
want to continue this fight, and we do not
want to follow you anymore because you
are always fighting with people. We are
not your disciples." So Guru Gobind
Singh replied, "Well, that is up to you.
If you don't want to remain my disciples,
it is okay, but I will never say that you
are not my disciples." He said, "If you
want to leave me you should say in
writing, 'From today we are not your
disciples.' " So forty disciples frorn one
area in the Punjab wrote that paper and
then returned to their homes. When they
arrived, their wives and children asked
them how the Master was. But when they
told them that they had left the Master
forever, the wives became very upset at
them and told them to wear their clothes
and do the house hold work. They said,
"You remain in the homes in our place,
and we will go in your place and fight
with the Moghul army."
When those disciples realized their
mistake, they at once went back to Guru
Gobind Singh. But before they could join
the Master, most of them were killed in
the battlefield: They were attacked by the
Moghul army along the way. Two of
them, Bhai Maha Singh and Bago , were
still alive. Guru Gobind Singh was seeing
all this, so He himself came to the battlefield. He loved everyone - all those
who had left the body -and at the end he

came to the two who were left alive. And
he asked Bhai Maha Singh, "Do you have
any desire of the world?" Maha Singh
replied, "No Master, I have no desire
except this - that you should destroy that
paper of disagreement that I wrote." Guru
Gobind Singh replied, "Don't bother
about that. Ask for anything else if you
have any desire or you want anything in
the world." But Bhai Maha Singh replied,
"No, Master. I don't want anything
else -just that the relation which I broke
should again be joined." Because Guru
Gobind Singh had had to leave his home
in Anandpur, he was not able to bring
anything from there; but he didn't forget
to bring that paper.
He said, "Look here, Maha Singh, I
didn't write on this paper that I am not
your Master. You wrote that you are not
my disciples, but do you see written
anywhere that I am not your Master?"
So the meaning of this story is that no
matter if the disciple, after taking Initiation, leaves the Master, the Master does
not leave him. Since He has given him Initiation, and He has to maintain His
reputation of taking the soul back to the
real Home, He never leaves the disciple
until He takes him back.
0 Merciful to the poor ones, and

sympathizer of the souls0 Radhasoami, make my work
done.

Now the disciple prays, "Oh Master, you
can see the pain of the disciple, and You
always come to help him. You have not
come for any one religion or any one nation in this world. You have come for
everyone, so please shower grace on me.
You come in this world as the benefactor
of all the souls, so pay no attention to the
deeds, the faults I have done- forgetting
that, please come and shower grace on
me."
SANT BANI

The Visits of the Magi and the Tempter
the sixth in a series of commentaries on the Gospels
RUSSELL PERKINS
we saw that the Old Test- dards, and there is no reason to think that
ament contains within it both the Jesus' birth may not be also. It does not
Positive and Negative traditions. The matter much, though; since many Masters
tradition of the higher teachings of the were also born in a usual way it does not
Positive Power is there, but is over- prove anything. The Koran also prowhelmed in its present form by the tradi- claims the virgin birth of Jesus, and it
tion of the Negative Power which was doesn't really have any reason to except
that apparently Mohammed believed in it
added later.
We saw that the higher tradition, the and thought that it was true.
Matthew tells this story, which is
prophetic tradition, as exemplified by the
long series of prophets and holy men who significant in a number of ways:
appeared to the nation of Israel over a
Now when Jesus was born in
period of 1500 years or so, eventually,
Bethlehem of Judea in the days of
after the final editing of the Bible from
Herod the king, behold there came
the point of view of the Negative Power,
wise men from the east to Jerusalem,
went underground, became the teaching
Saying, Where is he that is born King
of the Essenes, and developed into an
of the Jews?for we have seen his star
esoteric or secret teaching. The Essenes'
in the east, and are come to worship
system, however, is the continuation of
him.
the prophetic tradition with whatever
MATTHEW 2: 1-2
modifications are necessary for going
underground. We saw also that John the First of all the words "wise men": in the
Baptist and Jesus represented the bursting original Greek the word is Magi. For
forth into the public eye of that tradition. some reason modern editors of the Bible
They were reviving it publicly and once are very reluctant to use that word
again proclaiming the teaching of the without translation, and yet it is not a
True Father - the same teachings as had Greek word: it is a Persian word and
been proclaimed by their spiritual ought to be preserved intact. English
translations with very few exceptions* do
ancestors, the prophets.
Now I want to return to the New Testa- not like to use that word. I suppose one
ment and take two stories from the early of the reasons might be that Magi is a very
part of the Gospel of St. Matthew, and specific term with specific connotations.
comment on them from the point of view The Magi were Zoroastrians, for one
thing, and they were from Persia; and
of Sant Mat.
The first is the Birth Story. Primarily while they are often referred to as priests,
I want to draw attention to the visit of the in fact they were closer to being yogis:
Magi. Of course the story of the virgin they were masters of esoteric knowledge.
birth of Jesus is not improbable. We Among other things, they knew and studknow that similar stories have been told
* Exceptions include the Anchor Bible, Vo1.26 (Matof many Masters. Buddha and Kabir, as thew), pp. 11-19; The Authentic New Testament,
well as a number of others, were born in (Hugh Schonfield, trans.), pp.89-90; and George M.
decidedly unusual ways by ordinary stan- Lamsa's translation from the Aramaic.
AST TIME
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ied astrology. The "star in the eastnbetter translated as "the star as it was
rising"* most likely means an unusual
astrological configuration, which the
Magi realized meant that a Master was being born- so they journeyed hundreds of
miles westward in order to meet Him,
even though He was being born into a different religious tradition from their own.
This, of course, is normal in Sant Mat
where holy men of one religious tradition
will bow down in reverence before one of
another.
The word "magic," of course comes
from the word Magi.Magic was people's
understanding of what it was that the
magi did. It came to be used eventually
for any wonderworking, sorcery, '"lack
magic," and so forth. In the beginning it
simply meant supernatural power, the
kind of things that yogis can do.
The Magi's interest in Jesus and the
way they found out about Him is interesting, partly because it demonstrates
the truth of a large part of the esoteric
tradition which the Masters don't bother
with much. It is true that they don't
recommend, for example, astrology to
their disciples; They emphatically don't
recommend it, but that is not because
They say that astrology is fake or not
true. Master Kirpal Singh's words are very
clear:
"The astrology is a regular science but
few there are who are really conversant
with it. This requires a clear mind vision.
Moreover, it affects those who are under
the influence of the stars; but those who
transcend the starry sky, or are taken
under the care of the Masters who transcend the starry sky, the predictions in
their cases do not stand correct."**
Palmistry also is not recommended by the
* See The Anchor Bible, Matthew, pp 11-12.
**Sat Sandesh, Vol. 3 , No. 8 (August 1970), p. 25.

Masters for similar reasons; still most
Masters do have the lotus mark on their
foot and other signs which indicate that
palmistry is based on fact. The same considerations apply here.
And when they were come into the
house, they saw the young child with
Mary his mother, and fell down and worshipped him: and when they had opened
their treasures, they presented unto him
gifts; gold, and frankincense, myrrh.
MATTHEW 2: 11

There are several things to note in that
verse. One is that there is no reason to
suppose that there were just three Magi.
There were three gifts, and I suppose the
tradition grew up that there was one
Magus for each gift, but that is an
assumption that is not found in the story
itself. The number is never mentioned.
Also, there is no indication that they were
kings. That is another tradition that grew
up: that they were kings of various oriental countries. In fact, if they were magi
they were almost certainly not kings. The
third thing is a very interesting point: the
gifts that the Magi gave Him-gold,
frankincense and myrrh - can be understood as gifts to the Baby Messiah. Or if
we realize the fact that all three gifts were
used in the trade of being a magus (that
is, that they had their place as part of the
day to day work of a magus) then we may
conclude (as at least one commentator has
done*) that they were giving over the tools
of their trade to a higher power; they were
renouncing them, submerging them into
what they recognized was a truer and
higher thing.

*

*

*

Several weeks ago we spent quite a bit of
time considering the ministry of John the
Baptist, the mystery of the baptism of
Jesus and the fact that that was, in fact,
His initiation; and that baptism was an
* The Anchor Bible, Matthew, p . 1 3 .
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outer symbol of the inner initiation that
both John and Jesus were doing."
Now I want to take up the story of
Jesus's temptation, which happened immediately after His initiation. This is how
Matthew tells it; the same story is told in
different ways in Mark and Luke also.
Mark tells a very brief form, just one
verse; Luke gives it a slightly different
twist. But Matthew's version appears to
be as authentic as any.

worship the Lord thy God, and him only
shalt thou serve.
Then the devil leaveth him, and,
behold, angels came and ministered unto him.
MATTHEW 4: 1-1 1

This story is followed in the fourth
chapter by the reference to John, who was
Jesus' guru, being cast into prison - which
marked the beginning of Jesus' public
ministry. So this account that we have just
read represents His discipleship. It was
Then was Jesus led up of the Spirit in- not necessarily exactly forty days and forto the wilderness to be tempted of the ty nights. That is the same period, you
will recall, that it rained at the time of the
devil.
And when he had fasted forty days and flood; and there are a number of incidents
forty nights, he was afterward an throughout the Old Testament that are
said to have taken forty days and forty
hungered.
And when the tempter came to him, he nights. It is a symbolic figure.
In Mark 1: 12, in the parallel account,
said, If thou be the Son of God, command that these stones be made bread. instead of saying that Jesus was "led up
But he answered and said, It is written, of the spirit into the wilderness," it says
man shall not live by bread alone, but by that "The Spirit driveth him into the
every word that proceedeth out of the wilderness" - an interesting variant that is
unquestionably the older reading. Matmouth of God.
Then the devil taketh him up into the thew has softened that to conform with
holy city, and setteth him on a pinnacle his own understanding of what Jesus's
relationship with the Spirit was. But the
of the temple.
And saith unto him, If thou be the son sense of the Masters being bound and
of God, cast thyself down: for it is writ- under God's orders is present more vividly
ten, He shall give his angels charge con- in the "driven" phrasing.
cerning thee: and in their hands they
The phrase "to be tempted of the devil"
shall bear thee up, lest at any time thou can be misleading. We do not have here
dash thy foot against any stone.
the traditional Christian devil figure, but
Jesus said unto him, It is written again, the Lord of the Three Worlds - a very
Thou shalt not tempt the Lord thy God. powerful person who is, in fact, Kal.
Again the devil taketh him up into an There is no question that he is speaking
exceeding high mountain, and sheweth from a position of power, and that which
him all the kingdoms of the world, and he is offering is his to offer.
the glory of them;
This whole story of the temptation is
And saith unto him, All these things meaningless if we assume that Jesus at
will I give thee, if thou wilt fall down this point was fully realized. The tempand worship me.
tation was part of his spiritual apprenThen saith Jesus unto him, Get thee ticeship. The tempter, Kal, refers to him
hence, Satan: for it is written, Thou shalt as "Son of God" but that is because he
is aware of the potential of his mission as
* See Kirpal Singh, Naam or Word, p.173.
the Chosen One.
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Jesus is newborn at this point; he is indeed a Son of God. He has been initiated,
"born again," and He now has the job of
perfecting His discipleship, His meditation. He has just spent a long time in continuous meditation during which He ate
very little. And just as he is on the verge
of grasping the full fruit of what He has
been given, the Negative Power appears
to Him. The word Satan which Jesus uses
here is a Hebrew word meaning "adversary," in the sense of prosecuting attorney. If you go to court, the person who
is concerned with casting you into prison,
who is trying to prove that you are guilty, is your satan, your adversary. This is
a very apt designation for Kal for, as we
have seen in our studies of Anurag Sagar,
this is the function he performs. He sets
up the Law and then he shows God that
we don't measure up, that we deserve to
be thrown into Hell, or at least be reborn.
The word "Devil" is of entirely different
derivation and was applied to Satan
relatively late. Our traditional conception
of the "Devil," which is really a cartoon
or caricature of Kal, is not inaccurate in
that it represents a part of him very well:
but the reality is far more subtle than that,
and this story demonstrates that reality,
perhaps more fully than anything else in
the Bible.
The first temptation, that of using one's
spiritual power for one's own convenience
or advantage, is a relatively low level
temptation. When Ramakrishna was dying of cancer of the throat, and his
disciples begged him to request the Divine
Mother, whom he worshiped, to heal
him, he agreed and said that he would do
it, but he never did. When they asked him
why he didn't, he said that whenever he
went within and saw her, nothing seemed
to him less important than healing
himself.
It is very rare for Masters or genuinely
holy people of any degree to use their
10

power for their own satisfaction. If they
do, then they become something other
then a holy person. It was not, perhaps,
a difficult temptation for Jesus to withstand, but still, it came up. And it is important to understand: these temptations
happened. In psychological terms, it
means that these thoughts came to Him.
But there is no reason to think that this
didn't happen on the inner planes. We
know that Kabir had face-to-face conversations with Kal, perhaps not very different from this, at two or three places in
the Anurag Sagar. We know that Kal
takes the form of the Master many times,
and comes to initiates, and if they don't
see through him and protect themselves
against him by use of Simran, he will suggest things to them along this line. He
will, in other words, tempt them.
The important thing here is that even
Masters of this order can be tempted. To
be tempted is no disgrace; we are in excellent company. Buddha also was tempted. In the stories told about the Masters
in Sant Ji's discourse "Dance, Mind,
Dance," he tells many stories of how the
Rishis and Munis were tempted and fell,
but how the Masters were tempted and
did not fall: Guru Gobind Singh, Guru
Nanak, Kabir Sahib, are all mentioned
specifically: Maya or Kal appeared and
tempted Them, but They did not respond
to that. So what is important is not that
the tempter never comes to us, but what
we do in response to that. That
distinguishes the truly holy people from
the ones who have only developed some
power.
So Jesus' answer - "It is written, Man
shall not live by bread alone, but by every
word that proceedeth out of the mouth
of God"-is one of the more beautiful
verses in the Bible. It is, of course, a
quote: all of His answers here are quoted
from the Book of Deuteronomy, the commentary on the Law of Moses from the
SANT BANI

prophetic point of view. It is also a highly
esoteric answer, a direct reference to the
Naam, to the Word, which Jesus is at the
point of fully realizing at this time. He is
saying, in other words, "It doesn't matter if I am hungry, because my true life,
that which counts, that which really sustains me, I am getting from the Word:
That is what keeps me alive."
The next temptation up on the pinnacle
of the temple, plays on the fact the God
protects His own. It is a very subtle temptation, far more dangerous than the first
one.
Then the devil taketh him up into the
holy city, and setteth him on a pinnacle
of the temple,
And saith unto him, If thou be the Son
of God, cast thyself down: for it is written, He shall give his angels charge concerning thee: and in their hands they
shall bear thee up, lest at any time thou
dash thy foot against a stone.
Jesussaid unto him, It is written again,
Thou shalt not tempt the Lord thy God.
MATTHEW 4:5-7

(This last verse might be better translated,
"Thou shalt not put the Lord thy God to
the test.")
Again, Satan is playing with the truth.
We saw in the Anurag Sagar how most
of Kal's statements are based on truth.
They are true up to a point. They are false
only in what they leave out, and in what
that implies. He says, "God will protect
you, therefore why not prove that? Just
do something so that He'll have to protect you." Of course, what is wrong in this
is that it implies a violation of trust. If
Jesus had faith that God would protect
Him, then why should He have to prove
it? -and that is the meaning of putting
God to the test. If we do not have the kind
of trust in the Master that allows us to
simply let Him put us in our own bad
positions by Himself, then we probably
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don't have the kind of receptivity that will
enable us to recognize protection when we
receive it. It does not follow, though, that
He won't protect us. It is the same reason
why we should not pray for shocks or
tests: God knows - the Master knows what it is that we need, and when we need
it, and He will give it to us. Our job is
to trust Him, to take His hand and be led
by Him; not to set up the conditions to
see whether He works or not. This is a
subtler temptation than the first.
Again the devil taketh him up into an
exceeding high mountain, and sheweth
him all the kingdoms of the world, and
the glory of them;
And saith unto him, All these things
will I give thee, if thou wilt fall down
and worship me.
Then saith Jesus unto him, Get thee
hence, Satan: for it is written, Thou shalt
worship the Lord thy God, and him only
shalt thou serve.
MATTHEW 4:8-10

Obviously this is not the Christian figure
who is sometimes pictured "chained in
Hell," as in Dante, and sometimes pictured as floating about in the air, whispering evil thoughts into people's earsalthough there are aspects to both of
those images that are true. This is Kal, the
King of the Three Worlds, speaking from
the full knowledge that the world is his
to give: and Jesus knows that it is his to
give.
And the "Lord thy God" is the Positive
Power, without a doubt. Jesus is able to
respond in this way because in the worship of the real God, the true Father, the
Kingdom of the Three Worlds is also included. But that is again, something that
has to be taken on trust. We don't know
that until we get there. And there are
many points along the way where it may
seem more likely that we can get everything we want by taking a lower thing. It
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is true that the knowledge that the
Masters give us is "that knowledge, by
knowing which everything else becomes
known," but there are a lot of times in the
course of the Path when it does not appear that way to the person following it.
The temptations of Kal in those instances
appear very appealing.
Then the devil leaveth him, and,
behold the angels came and ministered
unto him.
MATTHEW 4: 11

The temptations are over, and this is the
consummation of the meditation period,
the higher experience. "Angels" are used
throughout the Bible as a substitute for

"God." The Biblical writers do not like to
say that God Himself spoke to somebody;
they replace Him with "the Angel of the
Lord." This is what has happened here.

*

*

*

So this is an important story, with many
of the inner teachings contained in it. Interestingly, the verse that Satan quotes to
Jesus -"It is written, He shall give his
angels charge concerning thee: and in
their hands they shall bear thee upn-is
also found in the Prophetic tradition of
the Old Testament, in the Psalm 91. This
is the verse on which the proverb "Even
the Devil can quote scripture" is based.
It again shows his ability to make use of
truth - partial truth, which deceives by
leaving out.

Bombay Correction
In the schedule of trips to Rajasthan for next year printed in the March
issue, it was stated that "Anyone may attend the Bombay program." This
is incorrect. Sant Ji has stipulated that, because of limited facilities, a maximum of 100 persons can be accommodated for that program- including
both those from Group IV who go to Bombay as well, and also those who
attend only the Bombay program, and including children. As stated in
the earlier notice, those wishing to attend this program should contact
Paul and Alehea Young, Box 128, Woodacre, CA 94973.
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The Real Hunger
Sant Kirpal Singh Ji
A great yearning is within me to
meet the Beloved;
How can I find the Perfect Master
so as to fulfill my desire?
tells
of this
strong desire to meet the Lord,
G
which lies deep within the soul. What are
URU ARJAN SAHIB

US

the means for realizing this desire? We
must first decide if that yearning is really
there or not. No doubt the tongue does
declare it, and the mind agrees, but usually the heart really desires only the world
and worldly things.
Comb you heart thoroughly to find out
exactly what it really wants, and you will
see that out of a whim, sheep-like, you
follow others who say they are seeking the
Truth: but this is not truly wanting the
Lord. If the heart truly desires, the prayer
springs forth without effort, like an
overflowing expression which cannot be
controlled or stopped, and the heart cries
out, "0 Lord, 0 Master, give me this
thing!" See for youself, when we want
something how we cry for it-in the
night, throughout our sleep, and in all our
waking hours. Every moment is spent
concentrating on the desire for that
worldly wish; automatically and with each
breath the prayer springs forth from that
heart which is deep within us - the soul.
This is the condition of most of us.
When the heart sincerely pleads for
something, that prayer is accepted by the
Lord; but the trouble is that usually the
heart does not want what the tongue is
This talk is reprinted from the May 1973
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asking for. We are not true to ourselves.
If only we were sincere, with the tongue,
heart, and mind all wanting the same
thing, we would get our wish, without
doubt. Our prayers reflect our desiresmostly all for worldly things; and
our heart responds to this. We consider
God to be some useful benefactor; and
as long as He helps us achieve what we
want, then we believe there is a God; but
if we do not get our own way, then God
becomes a doubtful factor.
Majnu, the famous Persian lover, for
whom all the world and all religion existed
only in his beloved Laila, was once told
by someone, "Majnu, God wishes to meet
you." He replied, "If God wants to meet
me, He will have to come in the form of
Laila." He could not even accept God
without his beloved Laila. We also will
not accept God unless He conforms to
our desires; all our remembrances of Him
are for the sake of the world. Surely,
when someone like Majnu dies, would he
not get Laila instead of God?
It is all a play of the heart. When the
cry comes forth from a true heart, then
God prepares the way for granting the
wish. It has been very beautifully expressed in the Gurbani: Theprayer which
is true is heard by God, and He brings
that child unto HimseIfso that He may
listen to him. When tongue, mind, and
heart become one, that is true: all else is
untrue, illusion, falseness. Secondly, one
should wait. If a prayer comes from such
a child, the Lord makes that child sit
beside Him, and then says, "Ask, child,
for whatever you want."

Whether or not the heart can truly
desire the Lord is a deep question. There
was a true devotee named Namdev, and
it is said that the balcony of his house collapsed with want of repair; so his relatives
told him to get a carpenter to do the
work. He went the next day to seek the
carpenter; but being a true devotee, he
started thinking only of the Lord, and in
so doing forgot all else and sat down
quietly in His remembrance. When he
arose, is was late evening, and he returned
home. His people naturally asked what
had happened about the carpenter.
Namdev said, "Oh, I forgot, but I will
bring him tomorrow." Many days then
passed in the same fashion, and finally the
exasperated members of his family protested and threatened him, "If you do not
get the carpenter today, you will get a very
rough reception on your return." This is
what is meant by, Devotees and the world
can never meet. Anyway, Namdev promised that he would really bring the
carpenter that day without fail. We must
remember that lovers and devotees cannot be forced to accept a certain attitude
to life, for they are intoxicated in the object of their heart's attachment. So once
again Namdev lost himself in God's
remembrance, and when he opened his
eyes it was evening. He thought, "Well,
now they will treat me very badly," but
he started homeward philosophically accepting all that the Lord sent with a
grateful heart. However, God had seen
His devotee's difficulties and had Himself
gone to Namdev's house in the disguise
of the carpenter and in one day had completed all the repairs. One can imagine
what beautiful work had been accomplished, by the Lord's own hand.
When Namdev arrived at the house, he
at once recognized the fine work and
realized what had happened. There is a
Persian saying: Only the bulbul can
understand the bulbul's language. [A
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bulbul is a bird with a very happy song.]
The eye of a true devotee can easily
recognize the handiwork of his Master.
Even before Namdev entered the house,
neighbors called to him to ask where he
had found such a competent carpenter,
and what his wages were, etc. Namdev
laughed joyfully and replied that that particular Carpenter's wages are paid in love!
They did not fully understand this but
they asked how they could get hold of
him. Namdev said, "Break away from
(gain detachment from) the world and the
family, and then my Carpenter will
come."
When one has broken all attachments,
He will come without asking. Of course,
Namdev was one of the few true devotees
of God. He did not ask God to help him,
but God Himself is concerned for those
who are true to Him. I can quote an instance from my own life, during Hazur's
lifetime, when my son fell seriously ill.
(He was about 18 years old at the time.)
The doctors told me that his condition
was dangerous, and that I should take
leave from my work for three days and
remain with him, for he might die at any
minute. So I naturally did as they advised,
but Sunday fell within those three days,
and I was detailed by my Master to hold
the Satsang in Amritsar every Sunday.
The doctor had told me not the leave my
son's bedside; but I thought, "To whom
does this child belong? The Guru knows
everything; I should do the work that He
has given me." So I went to Amritsar and
held the Satsang there. After the Satsang
I remembered that Amritsar was halfway
to Beas, and my heart said, "Why not
have the Master's darshan before returning home?" So I caught a train to Beas
and reached there about 1:30 p.m. It was
a very hot summer season, and Hazur was
upstairs; but when he heard I had come
he called me to his room. He was lying
on his bed resting, but when I entered the
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room he sat up and asked me, "What is
the condition of the boy?" The Masters
know everything. I replied, "Hazur, he is
seriously ill; but as I understood your
orders were to go to the Satsang, I considered that more important." Hazur
became very quiet and looked quite sorrowful, and I said, "Hazur, why are you
in such a mood, when the slightest
thought of you can make one forget all
sorrows?" He said, "Well, you have taken
the load off your head, and now I must
bear the burden myself." On returning
home I found my son was all right and
his condition had not deteriorated as the
doctors had thought. These are the ways
of Perfect Masters; this is their greatness.
So I may say that if you leave everything
to Him, placing yourself completely in
His hands, He will do all your work.
He will come to the heart that truly
yearns for Him. Even if the heart is even
slightly turned to Him, He will look after
you. But for the heart that truly yearns
in all fullness, what can stop His coming?
In the Gurbani it states that the Merciful
Lord has given orders for whatever the
child requests to be granted. The true
child desires only this happiness: that his
heart may reside in Thy lotus feet. Also
in the Koran it is written: I will give
whatever he wants. All Masters have said
the same thing in different languages. If
the desire in the heart is really strong, then
most definitely we can realize the lord;
when there is the pain of true desire in our
cries. When the heart is filled with worldly
desires, physical comforts and earthly
relationships. then where would the Lord
take up residence? The tongue speaks of
God, and outwardly we bow down and
worship all manner of images and conceptions of God; but our family and
others live in our hearts. Man was intended to be a temple of God true enough, but
he has himself made the human form a
temple filled with lifeless perishable im-
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ages. How can the Lord manifest in such
a place?
When the voice of true yearning springs
forth in desperation, then what are the
means of realizing God? He Himself extends His mercy and leads the seeking
soul to the Living Master -the Mastersoul who has already realized Him. The
tiny cries from an ant can reach Him
more quickly then the loud trumpeting of
the elephant - we must simply have the
true yearning in the heart, that is all. He
hears, He is in each and every being, He
is not far away beyond the skies - He is
the very soul of our soul. By His mercy,
the Satguru is met, and this is the greatest
good fortune that one can receive. We
meet that Master-soul when the Lord
Himself so desires. And as we do not
know the Lord, so we cannot know the
Master either. By the guidance of someone with eyes, can the blind man find that
which he seeks. He whose inner eye is not
open is at the level of mind and senses;
he cannot see the Lord working at the
human pole. Such a person can have no
conception of that higher power working
there, and so for him the human pole is
merely a man. You will remember that
during the life of Guru Nanak, he was
called one who is misguided. By whom?
By those whose eye was closed. So we can
meet the Lord only through a competent
Master. If the word "competent" is used,
it means that there are those who are incompetent also. You should be aware that
the world is full of such so-called masters;
you can pick up a stone and find some
guru, sadhu, or saint underneath. A truly
competent Guru - a realized soul - who
has become one with the Greater Soul, is
very, very rare. It is not a mere acting and
posing, and cannot be denoted by merely
changing the outer appearance and by
wearing garments of various shapes and
hues. It is a question of competency.
It is the mandate from God, that
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without a Satguru realization is not
achieved. The Lord Himself has rnade the
law: that without a Perfect Master, He
will never be realized. It is a fundamental
law - nothing to do with delivering lectures, reading scriptures and other books,
or thinking. Absolutely not. Realization
is a matter of practical experience alone.
Neither can He be realized through outer
demonstrations, rites and rituals, building
fine palaces and temples, or extensive expansion of religious organizations. To
know a true Master, there is but one
criterion, through which none can be
deceived. A true Master will give something- something to start with by which
one is fully convinced of His competency. Do you understand this? It must
be some small experience at least, of the
inner knowledge. And that is given when?
When your heart turns in that direction.
If one has only curiosity or a motive to
test only, and has no sincere desire, then
no experience will be gained.
During Hazur's lifetime, he was once
told of a man who had discovered the
secret words which the Master gives only
at Initiation on the Inner Path, and Hazur
was asked what would happen in such a
case. Hazur replied by giving an example
of a dog who wanders through a cotton
field, and asked if that dog, by merely
passing through the field, comes out with
a suit on? A person may by chance hear
Master's Initiation; but how can he
benefit if the Master has not accepted
him, and he received none of the Master's
attention? This whole spiritual science is
of attention. A single loving and purposeful glance from the Master is enough
to lift the living force within a person.
We saw, when sitting at Hazur's feet,
that many learned pundits came to him.
Such persons do come to God-realized
men, usually to argue on various points.
We saw that they came and sat proudly
-even arrogantly - proud of their great
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learning. So great was their pride that
they could not listen to the Master's
words. Hazur would often say, "Brothers, you also travel within as I do, so why
not travel inside together, instead of arguing here outside?"
One day, a certain well known philosopher named Kartar Singh Nabina, who
was blind, came to Hazur's Satsang, and
the attendants guided him to the front
row of the Sangat. After the Satsang, he
remarked to Hazur, "Maharaj, I am one
whose speeches have astounded the whole
country, and before whom when lecturing none could stand and speak against;
but today I have sat at your feet, and I
feel like a small child at nursery school."
The God-realized man's talk is so simple,
clear, and accurate that it immediately affects the receptive heart. There is a great
difference between the words of a realized soul and those which come from an
empty vessel. Listen to the Saint's true
words, for He speaks of what He sees.
The eye of the Master is so developed
that God is really apparent to him,
everywhere. Nanak's Lord is apparent.
How then can the Master look down on
anyone? With one Light the whole world
was created; W h o is good and who is
bad? Their great love is for all; and this
is another criterion found in a realized
person. They have no jealousy, no desire
to fight or quarrel with anyone. They
have love even for those who have declared themselves enemies.
When they asked Christ how they
should treat each other, he requested
them to repeat what Moses had told them
to do; and they said that Moses had said
to give an eye for an eye, a tooth for a
tooth. Jesus then explained that those instructions conformed to the extreme hardheartedness of the people living at that
time.* When the people asked Jesus for
1. Exodus 21:24.
2. Cf. Matthew 19:8. These regulations of Moses
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His advice on the subject, H e quoted
Moses' higher teaching, Thou shalt love
thy neighbor as thyself,3and still further,
Love thine e n e m i e ~ . ~
In Hazur's time, there were those working to damage the spiritual cause; they
would even give public talks against Him,
and when they came t o Beas they would
have the effrontery t o take their meals
from the Dera's kitchen. Someone complained about this, but H e said, "That's
all right; let them eat." No one was ever
refused food. This is another simple example of a true Master's love for all men.
H e has n o hatred or vengeance, and
wishes only the welfare of those who
would d o damage. In due course of time,
the very people who had worked against
Hazur began to respect him; a respect that
has not failed u p to now. Truth is truth,
were restraining measures, so that the people would
not do anything worse.
3. Leviticus 19:18; Matthew 22:39.
4. Matthew 5:44.
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after all.
It appears that the whole world is shopping around for one worldy thing or
another. All is forgotten in thestomach's
affairs. However, sometimes, somewhere,
a person with true thoughts, a true lover
of God, can be found. Nevertheless, such
people are very rare. The holy places are
filled with worshiping people, who pray,
read, and discuss the religious books; but
if one looks into their hearts one sees what
they want - they are in remembrance of
the Lord, but for the world's sake. Excuse
me, but we would like t o make God into
a catspaw; we have no real desire for Him
in our hearts. Firstly then, we should
know that whatever desire lies in our
hearts will be fulfilled; there is n o doubt
about this. I have quoted from various
scriptures, and in a common-sense
fashion placed the facts before you. If today we are not getting God-realization,
what is the reason? The reason is that we

are not really desiring it -desiring it with
the heart, mind, and tongue. We have no
truth on the tongue, and we do not receive
the gift.
If you stand in the doorway of your
house and tell your friend to enter,but
you do not stand aside that he may pass
through, then how do you expect him to
come in? Pray and wait; the Lord is not
deaf. He knows where our attention
wanders to; He knows our each and every
whim. Place your desire before Him, and
await His pleasure. He who is the true
Doer sees our desires. A child's father
may know that the stubborn child wants
a certain thing, but he will not grant it if
that thing will not give the child any
benefit and will bring only misery and
loss. Many a desire has been fulfilled,
only to leave behind a bitter taste,
flavored with regret. So what is the
highest prayer? Ask Him for Himself, or
ask Him for that which He knows is best
for you. Just leave everything to Him and
you will succeed in all things.
In this hymn, Guru Arjan describes
how the yearning in his heart to meet the
Lord has become a ruling passion in his
life. -"O Lord, when will I meet a Perfect
Master?" When he reaches the height of
the Most High, only then will he know the
High One. How can material eyes see that
which is fine, pure, and imperishable
(Agam)? Looking into the atmosphere,
little is seen of what it contains; but that
does not mean it contains nothing.
Whatever is there is very minute, and
either the eyes must become deeply
perceiving, or the atmospherical content
must be enlarged to the grosser vision of
the eye. The latter can easily be achieved
with the aid of a microscope, and thereby
within the range of the human eyesight
the tiny microbes present in the atmosphere can be seen. Similarly, those
whose inner sight has developed can see
the Lord. So we should find that kind of

competent spiritual Master who can
develop our inner sight to that range of
refinement which reveals the Truth. Only
then can our true work be done.
Furthermore, I want to tell you that the
status of gurus varies. I have already mentioned those who act and pose and wear
different outer garbs; leave these aside,
for the world is full of them. We find also
the gurus of the religions, those with outer
knowledge, who teach morals and
customs. This is good work, for man is
a social being and needs social guidance.
Human beings must live together in
society and for that the existing social or
religious orders are necessary; if it were
not for these, new ones would have to be
created. It is better for a man to remain
associated with that order into which he
was born, and in those very circumstances
make his life pure, chaste, and righteous.
If even these gurus of the outer
knowledge would teach that knowledge
correctly, then people would become happy and peace-loving. Here in India, for
example, so many problems have arisen
out of a separate Pakistan; this and other
similar social situations arise out of the
lack of proper teachings and an excess of
narrow-mindedness, even though the
tenets of all religions uphold the fact that
we are all children of the one Father. Gurbani tells us: One Father, and we are His
children; and the Koran says, We are all
members of the same family. All true
Masters have taught this basic fact; and
if He is in every human being, then why
all the conflict and enmity? The teachers
of all religions teach the same thing, and
that alone should be enough to quell any
suspicion of argument or fighting. Each
religion teaches its followers not to think
ill of anyone, not to steal, to make one's
life good and pure and chaste, to serve
others selflessly, to have no hatred in the
heart, to love all men. If only these tenets
were taught accurately and strictly
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adhered to, the world would be a far better place than it is at present.
But all these fine ethics are not enough
for higher spiritual knowledge. There is
a higher type of Guru: the Guru that
teaches an inner knowledge, without
which the continuance of birth and death
in this worldly existence cannot cease.
While this inner knowledge-the Knowledge of the Beyond - remains unknown,
no real spiritual progress can be gained.
The world then is full of teachersSadhus, mahatmas, rishis, munis, etc. but one who has actually experienced the
Truth is very rare and hard to find. You
still remember that King Janak sought far
and long, and eventually he found but
one man with this kind of knowledge.
Those who were present at the King's initiation were astounded to witness that
such experience could be received in but
a short space of time. If during those
days, when Spirituality was on a very high
level in India, only a single exponent of
the inner science could be found - Ashtavakra- do you think there are thousands scattered around the earth today,
in this age?
It is true that the more really spiritual
souls there are in the world, the more
grace and joy and happiness there is.
They can easily be recognized once they
are found: they have true love for God,
and their ruling passion is a love for God
and not for the world. Unless one has
found such a Master, there is no real
spiritual progress. One may ask where
such a Guru can be found. Well, he will
not be a prisoner of any particular religion or country; he may be born in any
religion, and in any social status. Ravidas
was born in a cobbler's family, And Kabir
came into a weaver's home; and other
Masters into other different circumstances, but that made no distinction, for
wherever the Light came, so the moths
flew to it. There is absolutely no question
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of high and low where true Masters are
concerned, for wherever knowledge is,
knowledge will be available. Everything
else is merely a waste of one's precious
time here.
When I was young I used to read the
Guru Granth Sahib [the Sikh scriptures
or Gurbani] by taking a single verse to
study, and would grasp its meaning fully
before going on to the next verse. This
kind of ardent concentration is due to
past background. During the study of
these great scriptures, again and again I
read the advice that one should meet a
Guru. So frequently was this advice
repeated that I began to pray, "0 Lord,
I might or might not meet a true Guru,
and in the search I might accept someone
who has never reached Thy presence and
my life will then be wasted. In the past,
Thou hast showered direct mercy upon
great devotees like Dhruv and Prahlad;
canst Thou not be pleased to do so today?" It became the greatest torment in
my heart. I knew that I could never meet
the Lord without a living Master or Guru,
but I feared that I would meet one who
would turn out to be nothing but a
worldly man. The yearning however became overpowering, and I did continue
the search and met many people, but
finally with His Grace I came to Hazur.
This outer meeting happened in 1924,
although he had been appearing to me in
my meditations within since 1917. I had
considered at first that Guru Nanak had
come, and in those days I wrote a poem,
telling of my meeting with Guru Nanak
and the beauty of his countenance. I
received daily guidance from within for
seven years, and traveled with Him in the
realms Beyond. When in 1924 I met
Hazur, I recognized Hazur to be my inner Master who had been appearing to me
within. So I am explaining that God does
hear our cries-the cries from the true
heart. Why should He not listen if one is

sincere? On meeting Hazur physically, I
asked him, "Master, why such a long
delay before this meeting?" He replied
that it was the most opportune time.
Remember, these perfect people are not
just a body. The Master is that Power
which is in all creation- working through
a human pole. There are three phases of
the Master. One is that Power in the
physical form, which we call guru, rneaning teacher; who teaches us an ethical way
of life, and who has real human sympathy. The Guru is human, that weaker
souls may gain strength and faith. On the
outer lever, he is a man, truly and
completely - another phase. But he is not
these alone; He is also something else; and
when one rises above the body consciousness, sees him within, and converses
with him within, one knows him as a
Gurudev, which is the inner Radiant
Form of the Master. When the disciple of
a true Master takes initiation, learns how
to rise above the body at will, and reaches
the feet of the Radiant Form of the
Master and converses with him, then that
disciple becomes a gurusikh. The Master's
Radiant Form accompanies the disciple
from this stage onward, through each
plane, until the disciple blends into or
merges with the Sat Purush-the True
One or Ultimate Lord. That same Power
which works in the world is known also
as Satguru-the physical form in which
that Power has manifested. So you can
understand how the Satguru is always
complete - he is overflowing with completeness. That completeness would not
be there if he were merely a physical
form. Man cannot understand the
Satguru; what to speak of the Ultimate
Lord? Satguru pervades all creation.
You can take the life of any Master, in
whom the ruling passion for God has
been fully developed, and you will find
that he lived in torment until he realized
Him. All Masters go through such tor20

ment, for it heralds the coming of the
Lord. To see a blossom-laden tree brings
a joyful hope to the heart, an indication
of the promise of a fruitful harvest. Overcast skies announce the advent of
refreshing rain. So the heart which is
overburdened with deep sorrow, agony,
torment, and yearning of separation from
the Lord, can rejoice in the knowledge
that these signs herald His early arrival.
There was once a Muslim mendicant
woman named Rabia Basri, whose life
was filled with constant heartache over
the separation from the Lord. She would
read the Lord's namaz (prayers) from
very early in the morning all through the
day, and when night arrived she would
rest and sleep for half an hour, and then
start the namaz again. Some interested
people asked her if the Lord came to her
before her prayer or after the prayers, and
she replied, "Brothers, the Lord comes
before I start to pray." They were insistent to know how she knew this, and she
said, "When a strong wave of sorrow and
yearning and helpless restlessness comes
over me, then I know that He has come
to push me forward." So such experiences
announce the Lord's early arrival. You
can read more about this in the
biographies of Masters. From a very early age, worldly affairs held no interest for
Guru Nanak, and his father, observing
the boy's condition, sent him on a holy
pilgrimage. When Nanak returned home,
his sadness had if anything increased; he
went to bed and lay there and would not
get up. He was the only son of his
parents, and they were naturally very
worried. Actually, Guru Nanak's attention was withdrawn; but they thought he
was sick, and summoned a doctor. During the examination, the doctor felt
Nanak's pulse, and you can read Guru
Nanak's remarks in his hymn: The doctor was called and felt my pulse; The poor
innocent doctor knows not that pain lies
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in my heart. And further on- Go, doctor, to your home; I am intoxicated in the
thoughts of my Beloved. Longing for the
Lord should be of immense magnitude:
either from the past impressions, or from
sincere desire in the present life. If in such
a condition you then meet the Master,
your work will reap achievement. Those
who are themselves imprisoned in the
cage of the body and mind cannot possibly bring any soul above that level of
body and mind. So in this hymn, Guru
Arjan stresses this intense yearning.
A child is not amused by play when

he is hungry for food.
A mother might try to amuse a child by
giving him toys, or playing with him, but
if the child is hungry he will not be
satisfied with any attempt to humor him.
When he gets the milk, only then does he
become quite content. Guru Arjan is describing his own condition, which is like
that hungry child, who will not be satisfied until he is fed. Worldly toys, etc.,
can give no real satisfaction-if a true
yearning is awakened in a person's heart,
can he ever desire the worldly things
again? Never. Guru Ramdas tells us that
if one took all the pearls from the oceans
and the diamonds from the earth, and all
the gold, silver and various other precious
things, and made a huge pile of all this,
then you might ask a true lover of God
if he would like to have it as a gift, and
he would not care to even glance at such
worldly treasures. If our yearning is not
as strong as this, then we cannot be successful in our aim.
Once two seekers went to a Master for
initiation. The Master was bathing in the
river at the time, and he invited the two
to bathe also. When they joined the Master in the water, he took hold of one and
grasping his head held it under the water
for many seconds. The man of course
struggled for breath, and when the Master
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pulled him up he was gasping. The Master
said, "Listen carefully, child. If your
yearning for God is as strong as your
desire for breath, then you may come to
me; otherwise go on your way." Just tell
me, how many of us have this kind of
yearning for the Lord? He will most
decidedly come to the one in whom this
true desire is born. Wherever fire burns,
oxygen is there to help increase the
flame - without any effort -this is a natural law, and God's spiritual laws are
natural too.
Hazrat Junaid Sahib, who was born in
Persia, was once out riding near the River
Dajla. His horse suddenly refused to continue in the same direction, so Junaid
Sahib allowed the horse his head saying,
"God is everywhere; let us see where you
will take me." The horse quickly galloped
toward a nearby hill and then stopped at
a certain place. Junaid Sahib dismounted
and thought, "Now what kind of God's
wonder will I see?" He saw that a man
was sitting nearby. In the course of conversation with him, Junaid Sahib discovered that the man had been in search
of a true Master for years, without any
success, until he had finally decided to sit
in one place constantly and if his yearning was strong enough then the Lord
would come to him. Hence the reason for
him sitting in that wild and lonely spot.
After some further conversation, Hazrat
Junaid gave him the blessing of initiation;
and as he prepared to leave, he gave the
man his address, saying, "Remember my
address, and if you ever need me you may
come there." The man quite casually
replied, "Oh, as you were dragged here
today, so you will come again."
The torment and agony of separation
is most necessary. God is not far away;
He is within you; so leave all so-called
gurus - excuse me, but leave them. You
can only be helped in this particular work
by those who are true.
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One morning in Amritsar I was with
Hazur in the home of one Lala Duni
Chand, when a certain Sikh gentleman arrived. I asked him where he had come
from, and he replied, "Last night, Hazur
came to my house and told me to come
here and meet him." In reply to my further questions, he said, "No, I have never
met Hazur before."' When Hazur saw
him he said, "Oh, so you have come,
brother!" He who stands on the peak of
a hill can easily survey the whole surrounding district, and can detect by the
rising smoke any fire which may be blazing. So the true Master sees all, and
makes the arrangement for the meeting.
Only such a competent type of personality
can truly be called a Guru, Master,
Mahatma, etc.

Mother, the hunger in me cannot
be satisfied
Though you serve one hundred
dishes
One's mother can offer a whole sumptuous meal of various different dishes,
but of what use are they to him who
hungers for the Lord? One thousand
worldly attractions cannot give the
satisfaction gained from the Guru. Great
is the love of a parent, but the Guru's love
exceeds that of thousands of mothers and
fathers put together. His love is unselfish- his every moment reflects the wish
in his heart for his children to stand
spiritually on their own two feet.
One night, some years ago, I was in
Hazur's presence on his roof-terrace.
Graciously, he would always call me to
him whenever I arrived. He was alone on
this occasion and I bowed before him
where he was reclining on a bed. I asked
him, "Hazur, it is all right for those who
have learned to stand on their feet and
walk around, but what will happen to
1. Hazur had appeared at the man's house while
physically in another place.

those who have not learned to move at
all?" Hazur sat up and said, "Kirpal
Singh, do you want me to stop giving initation?" I replied, "No indeed, Hazur."
Baba Sawan Singh Ji then said, "Is there
any father who does not want to see his
children stand on their feet? Never even
think that he who has given the initiation
has no mercy; he is waiting for the time
when they will reach his feet."
Even now I can stress that although
Hazur has left the physical form, he is
never far away. Whosoever initiates the
child, sits within him always. The Master
is constantly with you in this world-,
and also when you leave the world during life, or at the time of death, and after.
It is the greatest of good fortune to meet
such a Guru. Hazur was not just a
physical form: but we lived in a delusion.
He would give many small examples, like:
"If your chair breaks, you look for a
carpenter to repair it; and if your bed
breaks, again you seek the carpenter; and
if the doors or windows need repairing,
you are again looking for the carpenter.
Would it not be better to keep the
carpenter living in your house?"
So become a gurusikh - when the Guru
appears within you, you have become a
disciple of the Guru. He is always with
you, but he must become manifest within.
Hazur would say that the Guru can be
likened to a veiled woman who stands in
the doorway. She cannot come outside,
and if she hears the child crying from very
far away she lets him cry; but if the child
comes near to the door and cries, she
takes hold of him and drags him inside.
At this very moment the Guru is standing
at the door behind the two eyebrows; he
is there just waiting to pull you inside. Sit
at the door and do Simran - the only difficulty you have is that you do not give
enough time to learn how to sit there.
And He is just waiting for the time when
His children will come unto Him.
SANT BANI
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December 28, 1981: Full Day #l.
It's late afternoon on a Monday, and
our first full day of the retreat is now
done. It was easy to arise at 3:00 a.m. (in
fact, I arose at 1:30 a.m.) because of "jetlag," but I know well that as I spend more
time here, it will become more difficult
to arise at such an early hour. Sant Ajaib
greeted us here at his farm-ashram late
last night just after we had arrived. It was
such a joyous reunion! He appeared delighted to see us. He acknowledged those
among us who have been here before, giving us a "welcome back" gesture. He set
forth our meditation schedule. Then he
said to us, "Now, you have had a long and
exhausting journey, and so go and take
your rest -and sleep late this one day, if
you wish. But from tomorrow forward,
please arise at 3:00 a.m.!" His sense of
humor, which is the best that I have ever
seen anywhere, is entirely intact. He does,
however, seem a bit tired, and there is indeed a sense of seriousness about him
which I did not detect before, when I
came in 1978 and 1979.
And let me say this about the meditation: I speak, perhaps, with the naive
sense of a person who has chosen, in this
lifetime, not to live the lifestyle of a
devotee. Nevertheless, I view meditation
as a kind of work - a sort of work which
I can enter enthusiastically and with a
spirit of optimism. I had no difficulty
whatsoever, today, throwing myself into
the meditation schedule, beginning at 1:30
a.m. This indeed may change over the
course of the next several days, but for
the present moment I am grateful.
I am becoming friendly with several of
our fellow travelers from South Africa,
who are of Indian descent. One of them
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remarked to me that it seems virtually
every continent is represented in our
group. This is very nearly correct: We
have with us Africans, an Australian,
four Asians, four Europeans, and, of
course, the majority of us who are North
Americans. Only South America is not
represented in this group.

December 29, 1981: Full Day #2.
If I should ever forget why I make these
journeys, then my experiences in meditation continue t o remind me. We
meditated this morning with Ajaib Singh,
from 7:30 to 8:30 a.m. As I meditated,
I was overtaken with a truly ecstatic feeling! It was absolutely wonderful, and I
found myself just hoping that it would go
on, and on, and on, forever. I had experiences in meditation similar to this
when I came here before, and I certainly
had such experiences when I was in India
and America with Kirpal Singh. Now,
what to make of these experiences? It
seems, in a certain sense, that these experiences come from the guru - from the
Master -as though they are given to us
by him. And yet, at the same time, Ajaib
Singh tells us that it is his job to awaken
us, or to open us, to that which is already
within us, but which we cannot find. He
told us an interesting little story:
Try, if you will, to imagine this kind
of situation. You are an extremely poor
person, living just marginally, in a very
humble household. Now you have come
to understand, somehow, that hidden
within yourpoor household is a container
full of gold. But, alas, it is very well hidden, and you cannot find it. Then there
comes into your life someone who says
to you that he knows exactly where the
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gold is hidden -and that, if you will go tion, my thoughts scatter widely. Hence
and look for it in such-and-such place, this curious image: That part of me which
you will certainly find it. You go, you is doing the simran feels a bit like a
seek it, and indeed you find it. And then shepherd, seeking to gather in all of the
you are grateful, for you never again need semi-domesticated animals which are my
live in poverty. Your life is now enhanced. many extrinsic thoughts. The shepherd
Now let me ask you this: To whom are gathers together some of these thoughts
you grateful? Are you gratefill to the and then others stray away. But indeed
gold? Well, the gold did not help you to these semi-domesticated animals can be
find it. You are, in all likelihood, grate- domesticated entirely.
ful to the person who told you where it
Ajaib then continues our daily meditawas hidden. Now let me say this about my tion instruction by saying the following:
Now, quiet your mind for meditation,
own life: The gold was hidden, and Kirpal Singh was the one who told me where because only a quiet mind can meditate.
to look for it- and where to find it.
And do not look upon your meditation
Let me add here, that Ajaib frequent- as a burden. That person who does not
ly teaches us in delightful parables like look upon his meditation as a burden is
this one. I attempt to write them down pleasing to God and to the Master.
verbatim, but I may, indeed, distort them.
This morning, he added the following
A gentleman here, from Martha's Vine- statement to the above instructions:
yard, Massachusetts, is tape-recording "Please understand thatfighting with the
virtually every session that we spend with mind also constitutes meditation!"These,
Ajaib. I am very glad that this kind of of course, are words of comfort. There
are many among us who lament our
recording is being made.
meditations, or who feel that we have
meditated ineffectively, if we are not imDecember 30, 1981: Full Day #3
mediately
blessed with a very strong inIndeed the work of meditation grows
ner
experience
of some kind. Ajaib is trymore difficult for me, and a certain sense
ing
to
tell
us,
quite literally, that our
of tiredness persists. Nonetheless I am
meditation
is
worthwhile
and important
continuing to learn a great deal. Every
regardless
of
the
immediate
result. Yes,
morning, when we meditate with Ajaib at
I think that this is so. Once I attended a
7:30 a.m., he gives us the same meditaservice in Chicago, given by a Vedantic
tion instructions. He begins by repeating
priest in his temple. This priest related to
with us, aloud, three or four times, the
us that, in his youth, he had frequently
five words of our mantra-or the five been discouraged by the difficult exwords that we are to repeat continuously periences he had had in meditation. But
when we meditate. These are said to be when he became a disciple to his swami,
the words given out by several lines of he learned something new: His swami
gurus going back many hundreds of once took the young disciples up into the
years, perhaps even more than a thousand mountains of India, and they visited that
years, in this part of the world. We are very high elevation where there is
to repeat these words slowly and steadi- perpetual fog and drizzle. Here they saw
ly, as a means of quieting the extrinsic the streams that form the very beginning
tendencies of the mind. These words are of the enormous River Ganges, taken by
also called simran, or "sweet remem- many to be India's holy river. Where these
brance." At times, when I sit for medita- streams began, there were deep grooves
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Sant Ji holds Satsang, January 1982.
Westerners.
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cut into the rocks. The swami asked one
of his disciples, "Do you think that a
single droplet of water is strong enough
to cut through solid rock?" The disciples
replied that, of course, no, a single
droplet of water cannot cut through rock.
"Yet indeed," said the Swami, "these
deep, deep grooves here in the mountainside were cut by many droplets of water,
over a very long period of time. So
therefore I say to you that you can view
each of your meditations -even those
which seem short and ineffectual-. as little droplets of water which will, eventually, cut through to your spiritual enlightenment." As indeed, Ajaib said to us, today, "This, I tell you, is absolutely
guaranteed: Whoever wishes to realize
God within the span of human life most
definitely will do so."
December 31, 1981: Full Day #4
Today I had the honor of having a
private interview with Ajaib Singh. And
it was a most remarkable experience! As
I was preparing to go into his little house
to see him, I mulled over a wide variety
of questions which I could possibly ask
him. There are so many things in my life
that are not as they should be. In my
mundane, practical life, there are perhaps
ten or twelve outstanding problems that
trouble me or that serve as a continuing
source of irritation. These indeed are
problems which I could present to any
wise man or sage (or psychiatrist!). Yet
it occurred to me that these really are not
terrible problems; I even have it within my
grasp to solve many of them myself, by
means of sheer common sense. I thought
then that I would not present a single
problem or question to Ajaib.
At the appointed time, I went over to
the gate of his little house-a delightful,
pink house, in the middle of the
ashram - and I sat waiting there, leaning
against the well. Then finally I was
ushered in-following a wait of about
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forty-five minutes, in which time Ajaib
had seen several other people. And the
following transpired:
AJAIB: [Laughing heartily] Welcome!
Welcome to this, which is your ashram.
RICHARD:Thank you, Sant Ji. I am
delighted to be here and it is very comfortable here, very comfortable.
AJAIB:Well then, do you have anything
that you would like to ask?
RICHARD:Actually, no. I do not have a
single specific question which I would like
to ask you. I have decided that I should
sit here before you, and that I should hear
from you that which I am supposed to
hear.
AJAIB:[Laughing very heartily] That is a
wonderful thing to say! Now you know
that that is what is said by the people who
do their meditations. They do not ask
questions.
RICHARD:Now here, I have to be completely honest with you. I am not a very
good meditator.
AJAIB: [Again laughing and shaking his
head "No'l No, that is not so. . . . That
is not so, and you should not think of
yourself in that way. And yet you must
know that the disciples should do their
meditation. If you do your meditation,
you will be helping me with my own
work, my own mission. For you see, if the
child is clean, then the father can go on
to do other work, but if the child is dirty, then the father must take time out to
clean the child.
RICHARD:Well, in those terms, I feel like
a very dirty child.
AJAIB:
[Againshaking his head] No, no,

I did not mean that at all. I did not mean
you. I was only using that as a figure of
speech, as an example.
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when I first entered my profession, I
regarded it as an honor and a privilege to
be permitted to do so. I should remember
how honored I felt-particularly at
moments when I am tired and irritated.
And yet here, in this place of retreat, at
the edge of India's western desert, I am
not a member of my profession. My entire overlay of western identity has been
left behind. I am the one who came here
to seek help for myself, and not to help
others. I remember feeling, many times
January 1, 1982: Full Day #5
This has been a very difficult day. in my life, that without meditation I'd
There is a very strong part of me which, have been in tremendous need of some
despite all good intentions, strongly rebels kind of emotional help.
against meditation. Today for the first
time, I found it difficult to arise at 3:00 January 2, 1982: Full Day #6
It goes much better today. It's still
a.m. (reflecting perhaps that I am finally
over my "jet-lag" altogether). Throughout difficult to arise at 3:00 a.m., but I sucthe day, I found myself fighting with ceeded in doing so.
A member of the group asked an inmyself continuously in meditation. Consequently I have to understand that, if teresting question today. She wanted to
"fighting with one's own mind" is medita- know really why we have to meditate.
tion, then today indeed I have meditated. "You have said to us, Sant Ji, that God
But as of the moment, at day's end, I feel will embrace us, in the form of the guru,
more like the sparring partner of a cham- at the moment of death, and that this will
pionship fighter than like someone who happen to us whether we meditate or not.
is emulating the saints. I also found If that is certain to happen, then why
myself feeling very irritable throughout must we meditate at all?" His reply:
the day. I went out into the orchard this "Those who practice their meditations
afternoon (there is a delightful orchard are, truly speaking, preparing to die.
which is adjacent to the guest houses and Because they have gone within, and beto Ajaib's house) and lay down on a cause they have had acquaintance with
bench underneath one of the trees. But their Master within, they are prepared to
then two friends of mine from America meet him at the final moment. Death
came into the orchard and sat down under comes not as a shock to them, and they
a nearby tree - so that one of them could do not fear dying. But it is indeed true
share a problem with the other. This ir- that the Master will embrace all of his
ritated me enormously, and I thought to disciples at the moment of death."
myself, "Why is it that I must always be
made to listen to the problems of other January 3, 1982: Full Day #7
people?" I got up, wandered off into the
As this is the end of our seventh day,
uncultivated field lying beyond the or- I am acutely aware of the fact that our
chard, and there found the answer to my time here grows very short. My thoughts
own question: I am always listening to the begin to turn to New England, to my
problems of other people because I very home, to my work. When we leave this
much wanted to be a psychologist. And ashram, I'll be saddened but relieved at
June 1982
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Then Ajaib looked at me for perhaps
three or four minutes, in which time we
said nothing. The three or four minutes
seemed endless; indeed it seemed a very
long time. Then he said to me, "Achcha
(all right), you may go." I felt deeply
changed by even this brief span of time
spent with him, and I was in a tremendous state of mind for the rest of the
afternoon.

the same time. Saddened to think that I'll
be apart from Sant Ji, but relieved at the
thought that I've completed the meditation schedule.
Today I was sitting in the courtyard
next to Ajaib's pink house. A large blackbird landed on a wood-pile a few feet
away from me, and he came creeping over
to me, ever so slowly, his wings poised for
a quick get-away in the event that he
couldn't trust me. He glared at me and I
glared at him, and I couldn't tell which
of us was more curious about the other.
I could see every fascinating detail - his
yellow beak, his eyelashes, even the
calluses underneath his strong claws. He
and I stared at each other in this manner
for an interminable three minutes, after
which time he squawked and flew off,
joining several of his blackbird friends
who had not been nearly so bold but who
had waited for him on the other side of
the woodpile. Over dinner, this evening,
I thought to myself that it has been a most
extraordinary day. I have had the darshan
("loving glimpse") not only of Ajaib Singh
but also of the blackbird!

January 4, 1982: Full Day #8
Ajaib Singh yesterday told us about his
first meeting with his first guru, named
Baba Bishan Das. Ajaib related:
Ever since earliest childhood, I have
had the wish to know God. This has
always been a great longing within me.
Well, there came the time when I met
Baba Bishan Das. People had said of him
that he was a very harsh, difficult master.
But I was not deterred because I became
convinced that he had something that I
wanted. And so I approached him one
day in the field, and he dismissed me. I
approached him again after that and he
dismissed m e again. Then finally one day
I approached him and he asked me,
"What do you want?" I told him that I
wanted to know God. Bishan Das then

said, "Well, if you really wish to know
God, then d o one thing for m e immediately. Please stare into the sun."
Now, the sky that day was very clear, and
it was summer, which, as you know, in
this region, can be very, very hot. I looked
into the sun for a minute or two, but as
it was so hot I could do so for no longer
a period of time. I had to turn away.
Bishan Das then said to me, "This pain
in your eyes that you are now experiencing, as a result of looking into this mundane sun, is nothing. For this is the light
of the worldly sun. And yet the light of
God is so very bright- far, far brighter
than the light of thousands of mundane
suns. How are you going to look at that
light? What will make you strong enough
to see that light?
And all of this he said to us in a very
sobering way, as though in a sense he
wanted to ask all of us the very same
question.
January 5, 1982: Full Day #9
It's far, far easier for me to follow the
meditation schedule now. Is that because
I know that we leave here the day after
tomorrow? I do not know; I cannot say.
But I completed the schedule for today,
and then did some extra meditation even
over and beyond the minimum requirement.
January 6, 1982: Full Day #10
Well, we have completed the course
now, and nothing remains but our trip
home. This afternoon, Sant Ji took us
downstairs into the small room in which
he practiced his meditations underground, for several long years. There, indeed, he came to terms with his inner Self.
Ajaib told us that, in his youth, even
before he met his first guru, Baba Bishan
Das, he had been instructed by a holy
man to chant two Hindi names of God "Hey Ram, hey Govind." He did, in fact,
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chant these two names so diligently - and is wise to do the spiritual simran so that
so continuously -that he developed some our attention is focused and concentrated
psychic powers. "But when I met my first at the time of meditation and at the moguru, Baba Bishan Das, I recognized that ment of death.
Ajaib took us into his house later this
his teachings and his practices were
superior. Therefore I gave up the prac- afternoon for some final remarks before
tice of chanting 'Hey Ram, hey Govind,' he showed us his underground meditation
and moreover I lost any interest in the chamber. There, he said, "Please underpowers which I had experienced because stand that God wants to give us everyof that practice." I do not doubt that thing that we need to have. The problem
Ajaib did, indeed, enjoy these interesting lies with the one who should receive, and
powers-and that he gave them up just not with the one who is giving. This has
as readily when he found what he con- been said by all saints. It is we who do
sidered a superior practice.
not know how to receive." He then
Ajaib told us yet another delightful quoted from Sehjo Bai, "To me, Saints
story. He related to us the tale of a man and the Masters are even higher than
who had been a courtroom judge, who God, for I can see the Saints and the
was given initiation by one of the masters. Masters but I cannot see God. I pay
Yet, despite the fact that he had been homage to the Saints and the Masters, for
given initiation, this particular judge did it was God Who sent us down into this
not practice his simran or his meditation world, but the Saints and the Masters will
very regularly. When he was on his death- take us back to God."
bed, in a delirious state, the judge was
One American friend of mine said, at
heard to be uttering court-room language, this point, that Sant Ajaib gives out evand was reviewing cases which he had erything that he has, freely and without
already processed. Then as he was about reservation. I am inclined to believe that
to die, he uttered his last words: "Objec- this is true.
tion over-ruled!" The significance of this
little story is as follows: Our minds con- January 9, 1982: Andover, Massachuform to the patterns which we foster and setts.
develop, throughout life. As life ends, our
Safely arrived home, exhausted but
attention goes where it has gone habitual- happy! And would I do it all again?
ly. And this, as an automatic process. It Definitely, yes.
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One Light in Two Bodies
Sant Ajaib Singh Ji
Sant Ji, I've just read your talks on marriage and the family, and have a question
pertaining to that. You told a story about
yourparents, and how your mother gave
and gave and served your father, and
your father abused your mother, didn't
appreciate her, and called her names.
Now the question I have is :I see this as
very common in the United States, and
I hear that in India too, where the woman
is really working for the family, a lot of
the men, because they are being served,
continue their laziness in not helping and
sharing. And I wonder if it's in the best
interest of the man for the woman not to
say anything and not to try to motivate
and encourage him to also share in the
glory of service.
OU KNOW that for Saints, both
men and women are alike. Since the
women are soft-hearted and very
gracious, that is why they serve the man;
they even suffer the arrogance of the
man. But the poor men do not have any
patience. When we get married, we take
this vow that we will help each other and
will share the pains and happiness. It is
the duty of the woman to help and serve
the man; in the same way, it is the duty
and responsibiltiy of the man also to do
the same thing for the woman. If the wife
has to say something, then the husband
should appreciate that and not get upset;
he should understand that. It is not good
that the husband should just go on abusing and calling the woman bad names,
and that the wife should just keep quiet
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This is part of a question and answer session in Bombay, January 11, 1982.

and bear that. The wife also has a right
to respond to that, and the husband
should appreciate it, understand it and accept it. That home where both husband
and wife get along with each other and
where they understand each other's feelings, and each other's work, that home
becomes heaven.
In SANT BANI magazine, a letter was
published which I wrote to a couple who
were having some problems in their married life. They even came to the point
where they were going to get a divorce,
and out of their sadness and suffering,
they both wrote me letters. When I replied
to them, I told them what things would
make their marriage successful. And
when both of them understood that and
did what I told them, and came to know
the important things about married life,
they obeyed my words and they were able
to make their married life successful. Now
also, they are living happily. For the
benefit of other dear ones, they sent my
letter to the Sant Bani people, and it was
published in the magazine. So you people should read that and should also get
benefit from it. [The letter is published
at the end of this talk.]
Today I will tell you one more incident
of my parents. Once it so happened that
my father got sick, and we had to take
him to the hospital. There my mother
stayed up all night, and gave a massage
to my father. But my father did not appreciate that, and instead of becoming
grateful, he just went on abusing and saying bad words to my mother. In the same
hospital there was another woman who
saw that, and she said to my father,
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"Well, you are married to this saintly,
holy woman, and that is why you are able
t o rebuke her and she does not mind; she
is still serving you. If you were married
to me, then I would have shown you. You
would have done all the things for me;
you would be giving me a massage as now
your wife is giving you a massage!" So in
some cases, the wife becomes so strong
that the woman has to do all the things.
I come across many dear ones who have
this problem: where the wife is very
strong, stronger than the man, so that the
woman has to take care of him and she
complains that she is tired doing it.
But to the question that was just put,
I would like to respond in this way: Both
the husband and wife shouldput shoulder
to shoulder, and they should work together. Their bodies may be different, but
in them is the same Light, the same Spirit.
Guru Nanak Sahib says, "Don't call
them as husband and wife who just sit
together. Those who are one Light in two
different bodies are called the true husband and wife."
We should always use patience. The
promises or vows which we took at our
wedding -it is part of the duty of the man
to keep those promises, and in the same
way, it is the duty of the woman also to
keep those promises.

*

*

*

The following letter, referred to by the
Master in the above talk, is reprinted
from Streams in the Desert, pp. 106-07.
April 19,1977
My Satguru Kirpal's Beloved Dear -:
I have received three letters from - and
feel very sorry for him. In this letter I
would like to tell you some things which
might help dear - and you in your present sorrowful condition. We are all Beloved Hazur Kirpal's children. He has
united the separated dear ones. Now His
children should not go away from their
fellow companions. If they have some
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misunderstanding or if one of them
makes any mistake, the other should
always keep a big heart and forgive him.
Now your husband is confessing his guilt
and is asking for forgiveness, so you
should give the proof of your big heart
by forgiving him. I hope to visit your
place in July. I wish to see both of you
in loving relation. I want to see you sitting together with love.
Married life is a vehicle which is running on the two wheels of love and
respect. The two wheels are fixed in the
axle of duty. Husband and wife both are
two companions who give the power to
run the vehicle. If both the companions
agree with each other and lead the vehicle well, they can reach their goal easily.
If both of them go in different directions,
the vehicle cannot run even for a yard.
The root of a good household is love, and
humility is the flower which grows on the
plant of that household. Without a flower, a tree does not bear any fruit. And the
tree without fruit is useless. Only the fruit
is happiness; otherwise, all other things
are thorns - pain-giving. The tree which
bears much fruit bends down. If it doesn't
bend or lower itself, it breaks its branch.
The same thing applies to household life.
Both husband and wife should be coolhearted and patient. Unless one has patience he cannot achieve happiness. Peace
is a cool iron which cuts the hot iron of
anger. So an atmosphere of peace and
love should be created in the home for a
successful marriage.
I hope in our dear
My dear -,
Father's love, you will think over this letter and will try to put it into practice. Our
Beloved Father is not happy when we are
unhappy. He is happy in our happiness.
He is our Real Father.
In Beloved Kirpal's Love, much, much
Love to you,
Yours affectionately,
AJAIB SINGH
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